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The client has an online portal that provides information and education related to 

financial markets of Middle East. The portal provides accurate and latest information, 

analysis, views and news about Middle East finance markets as well as tools which 

people can use to analyze these markets and evaluate their traded assets. The portal 

also has an online community where people from across the world can communicate 

and share their knowledge about Middle East finance markets with each other via 

articles, commentaries, blogs, messages and chats. The portal also educates about 

basics of investments. There is an eStore page where individuals can opt for training basics of investments. There is an eStore page where individuals can opt for training 

courses offered by participating regional training institutes.

Wealth of information about Middle 
Eastern financial markets

The client required a web application that 

provides people with current news and 

educational information about Middle East 

finance markets. The portal had to serve as a 

place where people could freely exchange 

their knowledge about the Middle East 

finance markets and could perform useful 

analysis and evaluation of their

traded assets.

Problem Statement

Customer Overview
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Users can view data, videos, analysis, commentaries, education materials, paid 

blogs and calendars of events.They can communicate with experts and paid 

members, purchase training courses, publish their own analysis of the markets, 

write their own blogs, contribute to event calendar, purchase researched 

reports and real time charts. Users can create their financial portfolio.

Positive Outcome

CIS worked on this project from scratch. The project involved working with concepts like 

currency, equity and commodity. Indices and asset chart were used for this project. Data was 

used from reuter API by Cron for updates.

CIS Solution
Developed the Project from Scratch

Some of the challenges that were encountered during the development work were 

implementation of pre-ordering of foods, time sheet management and payment gateway 

features. Maintaining the entire school database was also challenging.

Challenges While Implementation



Technologies Used
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